NFC-based Asset Management System

**Complimentary for Standalone Version**

**BACKGROUND**

Many local SMEs spend a lot of time and effort on processes to register and loan assets internally using paper-based systems. Such processes are time consuming. With the prevalence of smart phone, this system is deployed as an Apps.

**OBJECTIVES**

- To provide an asset management solution especially for SMEs
- Cost effective, self-learning, easy to use and maintain
- Deploy as an Apps in smart phone can facilitate the adoption and use

**BENEFITS**

- Eliminate risk of asset lost
- Reduce operations costs
- Reduce errors
- Ease of use
- Time saving in
  - loan/return assets
  - auditing
  - search for assets
  - reporting

**DELIVERABLES**

- Apps software for Android mobile Phone
- NFC and QR code/Barcode support
- Standalone version (portable & lightweight) or Server-client version
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